THE BIRMINGHAM COMMUNITY CONCERT BAND ASSOCIATION

PRESENTS

THE BIRMINGHAM COMMUNITY CONCERT BAND

conducted by

DR. JOHNNY D. JACOBS

THE BAPTIST CHURCH AT MCADORY

SUNDAY, AUGUST 5, 2007, 3:00 PM

A JUBILANT OVERTURE..................................................ALFRED REED

OVERTURE

THE PEARL FISHERS..........................................................GEORGES BIZET

ARR. LUCIEN CAILLET

MARCH SLAVE.................................................................PETER TSCHAKOWSKY

ARR. L. P. LAURENDEAU

FLORENTINER MARCH......................................................JULIUS FUCK

ARR. M. L. LAKE

THE WIZARD OF OZ.......................................................HAROLD ARLEN & E. Y. HARBURG

WE'RE OFF TO SEE THE WIZARD, DING-DONG! THE WITCH IS DEAD,
IF I ONLY HAD A BRAIN, THE MERRY OLD LAND OF OZ,
OVER THE RAINBOW

BULLETS AND BAYONETS.................................................JOHN PHILIP SOUSA

MARCH

PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN..............................................KLAUS BADEL

THE MEDALLION CALLS, THE BLACK PEARL, TO THE PIRATES CAVE,
ONE LAST SHOT, HE'S A PIRATE

********************

THE BIRMINGHAM COMMUNITY CONCERT BAND ASSOCIATION IS A NON-PROFIT CORPORATION WHOSE
PURPOSE IS TO PRESERVE AND PROMOTE CONCERT BAND MUSIC AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF OUR MUSICAL
HERITAGE. FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT PARTICIPATION, CONCERT DATES, AND DONATIONS PLEASE CONTACT
EITHER: JOE SANTORO, PRESIDENT: (205) 426-1221, OR JENNIFER JAMES, SECRETARY: (205) 428-8379.